The two familiar functional formalisms in turbulence are applied to the simultaneous turbulent mixing and chemical reaction of scalar fields . One-step, second-order, irreversible , exothermic chemical reactions with an Arrhenius-type rate constant are considered . Th e problem is formally posed in tercos of initial and boundary conditions . For the special cas e of equal mass-diffusivities and a Lewis number of one the functional equations are decouple d into a turbulent binary mixing study and a reactive problem . The Lewis-Kraichnan formalism is used in order to obtain exact functional solutions of the binar-mixing case i n final period turbulence . Driving forces are included in the thermal energy equation . Thes e solutions are used to obtain detailed information about the binar-mixing problem and th e behavior of very rapidly reacting species in the final period .
. INTRODUCTIO N
The functional formulation is, among all statistical descriptions of turbulence the only one which yields closed equations, i .e ., no arbitrary closure assumptions are neede d to solve the functional differential equations . At firs t glance, it appears to be the ideal deductive theorv fo r turbulent flows . However, its complexity and the lack of a general solution make it unsuitable for generating practica l results .
The first functional formulation of incompressible turbulence goes back to Hopf l who first derived the functiona l differential equation for characteristic functionals of th e u field . He obtained a functional solution of wavenumbe r space in the limit of zero viscosity . In particular, a Gaussia n functional is one of such solutions . Equipartition of energ y can, then, be proved . Those findings are in sharp contras t with the inertial subrange results for isotropic turbulenc e put forward by Kolmogoroff and need further consideration .l '2 Solutions of the functional equations by integra l methods have been attempted . 3 .4 A more general space-time formalism was proposed b y Lewis-Kraichnan .' Thev were able to obtain a solution i n final period turbulence, including driving forces in th e Navier-Stokes equation .
Here, we apply both functional formulations to nonisothermal turbulent reactive flows . Previous attempts at a formulation of the isothermal problem with a secondorder, one-species chemical reaction were made bv Hill .s He derived equations for both conditional and unconditional probability density functionals of the scalar fiel d using Edwards' technique . 7 Here, for compactness, we follow the somewhat more intuitive derivation of the Liouvilletype equation presented by Beran, s where the interested reader will find a summary of functionals and a thorough description of the philosophy of the method . We also refer him to Volterra9 and Monin-Yaglom .10 More recently, some other functional formulations have appeared, 11,12 which consider chemical reactions in turbulen t velocity fields .
In Sec . II, we formulate the problem in terms of the two functional formalisms : Hopf's and Lewis-Kraichnan's . I n Sec . III, the case of equal molecular diffusivities is considered . This problem is reduced to a specific turbulen t reactive mixing study, defined in the test, plus classica l 1968 The Physícs of Fluids, Vol . 17, No . 11, November 1974 binary mixing entirely decoupled from the reaction . Section IV deals with final period equations including a source term in the thermal energy equation . A functional solutio n of the binary mixing problem is obtained in this limit .
II . FORMULATIO N
We consider a one-step, second-order, irreversible, exothermic chemical reaction with an Arrhenius-type rat e constant in a given stationary turbulent velocity field u , either homogeneous or inhomogeneous . Schematically , nA + B -> products + heat .
We assume no dvnamic role is plaved bv the chemica l reaction and we consider isochoric flow .
The equations governing such a svstem are L3 ' 1 4
(1 ) DB, a, {v ;} = FA, Pu, -C P T / Q ( 2 ) where I'a and T 3; are the reduced mass fractions of specie s A and B, respectively, D :1 and D 1 are the molecular diffusivities of A and B, a is the thermal diffusivity of the mixture, Cp is the mean specific heat at constant pressure o f the mixture, Q is the heat release per unit mass of B,
is the Arrhenius rate constant , WB is the molecular mass of B, A is the pre-exponentia l factor, is the mean density of the mixture, assume d constant, Ta is the activation temperature, and T is th e temperature of the mixture . Repeated índices do not impl y summation .
A . Hopf's formalis m
Let the characteristic functional be defined a s
where PH [P A , PB , T * u i ; 1] is the conditional joint probability density functional of the fields FA , P B , and 
where the integration is over the whole real space y i n which the field variables are defined .
Equation (3) may equivalently be written a s
Now, the field variables should be expressed as function s of the initial conditions and time . The equality of (3) an d (7) is merely a statement of the fact that the time dependence may either be considered in the probability densit y functional or in the field variables . Following Beran's8 manipulations we can easily obtain the differential equation for the characteristic functional ,
where the integration over x' extends over the whole physical space and MH 8 represent a shifted characteristic functional, namely , Formally, similar equations for the characteristic functiona l have been derived by Gráff, 15 using Schwinger's formalism . The reactive terms may also be expressed in a slightl y different form, e .g.,
) w h e r e f ( x ' ) = H[x', Z] is a function of x' and a functiona l of Z, obeying the equatio n
SZ(x' )
In the later formulation the additional Eq . (9) must b e considered together with the one for MH .
Letting X B Z = 0 we obtain an equation fo r
which directly corresponds to (1) . We can proceed similarl y for the remaining variables .
The derivation of the Liouville type equation for th e probability density functional follows Beran's metho d closely . 8 We readily obtain For statistically homogeneous flow the boundary conditions on surface Z are irrelevant . For statistically inhomogeneous flows those conditions on must be specified . A s an instance of a much larger class of statistically inhomogeneous problems let us consider a jet of reactant B discharging finto the main stream of reactant A . We wil l discuss the statistically stationary case . Equations (8) T(xs) ui(xs)] on an imaginary surface S which theoretically would extend to infinit y around the jet centerline and far upstream of the jet exit .
XPH[FA,PB,T*u, ;t]} .

Integration over F B and
PB, T, and u, and the brackets represent integration ove r the space-time domain ,
The functional equations are the n a SM a
The solution would have to satisfy the asymptotic condition
On a plane surface Si infinitely far downstream, the asymptotic condition that either one or both reactants are totall y consumed must be satisfied . For stoichiometric proportions of A and B, that condition will be
In the aboye instance, the boundary is the union of SE , S, and S . A deterministic description of P A and PB on those surfaces, independent of u i is a special case alread y exploited by O'Brien and Lin k for derivation of twodimensional probability density functions of reactant concentration from the knowledge of statistical informatio n on the nonisothermal turbulent mixing in a jet .
B . Lewis-Kraichnan formalism 5
We, now, define the characteristic functional a s
when R is the infinite dimensional function space o f 
where MS is the shifted characteristic functional, namely,
Equation (19) is the solenoidal condition to be satisfie d by M.
An alternative formulation of the reactive terms is possible, e .g.,
Sf(S, s ) SXA(S, s ) SX B(S, s )] '
where f (g, s) = H[1, s, Z] is a function of and s, and a functional of Z, obeying the equatio n
In the later case Eq . (20) should be considered in addition to the system of equations for M, analogous to (16)-
The formal homogeneous problem may, then, be pone d as follows : In this limit we may reduce this problem to two turbulent binary mixing equations plus one reactive equation," b y using the variables, x = rA -r B and ¢ = P A + C P T/Q . Namel y
L,y = 0,
wher e
Since the equations for x and 4' are decoupled from th e equation for T, Eqs . (21) and (22) may be solved independently (the binary turbulent mixing casé') . After introducing those solutions into (23) one must solve this equation to complete the over-all problem . Hence, the forma l solution involves two different problems the first of which , binary mixing, can be solved independently of the second which we label reactive thermal mixing .
A . Binary mixin g
Hopf's formalism will be used . Let
where all the symbols have the same meaning as in Sec . IIIB . Following Beran' we obtain the final equation ,
+SG(x')a*GX ) axil 
IV . FINAL PERIOD TURBULENC E
Two exact solutions of the general class of problems described in Sec. III are possible in the situation in which , for any given wavenumber, molecular diffusion is more important than inertial transfer. We describe these solutions in this section .
A . Binary mixin g
Here we shall adopt the Lewis-Kraichnan5 formalism and solve, as an extension of their results, the binary turbulent mixing case in the final period of decay . Since a connection between Hopf's formalism and Lewis'-Kraichnan's may be established, the solution obtained by makin g use of the later one, although more general than the former , would yield, as a by-product, the solution given in Sec . IIIA . That solution could then be used to obtain approximate solutions to Sec . IIIB of the problem, Eq . (27) .
Since Lewis-Kraichnan5 have included driving forces i n their derivations and the solution is no more complicate d with them, we will solve the binary mixing case in the fina l period, corresponding to the system ,
wher e L = a/at -Dv2.
The term E iS(x)S(t) could physically correspond to a sourc e of thermal energy at x = 0 and t = 0 (spark ignition) .
The binary mixing case obeys the equations , 
where
every symbol having the same meaning as in Sec . II .
We can obtain a simpler system by Fourier transformation of the previous equations . Let ,
and their inverses , (37 ) Y(x, t) = (2 ir) -3 f Y(k, t) exp(ik .x) dk. ( 
)
The system then become s (a -as+
where M l is defined a s
We will omit the subscript 1, since it is clear from th e argument function whether Ml or M is intended .
The solutions of (39) and (40), which are ordinary linea r fi rst-order inhomogeneous differential equations in t, ar e The forms of (41) and (42) 
where the angular brackets ( ) stand for expected value .
The second term violates the homogeneity assumption , i .e ., the cross moment of x and ¢ is not only a function of spatial separation x l-x2, as it would be if E, = 0, but it i s also a function of x 2. This was to be expected on the basi s that the introduction of a thermal energy source at x = 0 would immediately produce strong inhomogeneities . If on e wishes to retain the statistical homogeneity assumption , one should introduce a homogeneous distribution of thermal energy sources .
We shall restrict ourselves to the case Ej = 0 for the rest of our discussion . In that limit the following expressio n holds, in general :
3V(k l ) .3v(ki)3W(kr+1) . . .SW(kN )
After Fourier transformation and particularization, we fin d (kN ) and is uniquely determined by the initial conditions .
Particularizing for different values of j and V we obtai n the well-known asymptotic results 18 for final period moments of x or 4' . The cross moments of x and 1P can also easily be found, assuming statistical homogeneity ,
if isotropy of the scalar fields is used. We obtain the previously known result" that the dynamics of x and 4 ' wil l remain independent if they are so prescribed at the initia l time . The behavior of the cross moment (x,J' ) is qualitatively similar to the behavior of x-,2 and ,7,2 in this fina l period limit . It has been previously shown," using th e direct interaction perturbation technique, that when th e convective terms are retained, the binary turbulent mixin g field has shorter dvnamic memories than does the singl e species turbulent mixing field . This result is absent in fina l period binary mixing .
B . Mixing with very rapid reaction s
A fruitful immediate application of solution (44) is i n the study of turbulent mixing of very rapidly reactin g species . It has recently been shown 1ó that the single probability density function for species A or B, products P, an d temperature field T, may readily be obtained when the join t probability density function for the binary mixing of tw o nonreacting species is known. That assertion holds whe n both convection 'and molecular diffusion are considered . One can then formally stat e
If the initial functional A were prescribed, either the joint characteristic function M(X°, Y°; ;, s), or, equivalently , the joint probability density function P(x, ¢ ; g, s) at poin t and time s, could then be easily determined, by lettin g X°(x) = X°S(x -g) and Y°(x) = Y°8(x -g) . Therefore , that result could be used in the computation" of P (F A ; g, s) , P(P B ; g, s), P(Pp ; g, s), and P(T ; g, s), where Fp stand s for product concentration . More information is needed in order to determine a suitabie form for A . Recent research '4,1 9 indicates that significant deviations from Gaussianity fo r PA , P B , Fp, and T are to be expected, and we shall obtai n such behavior in the final period of decay analysis whic h S"*lt ( 48 ) and letting X = 0 and Y = 0, t1 = t•, = t, and assumin g initial statistical homogeneity it is easv to see that (51 ) (52 ) v=o, w=o (53 ) (54) follows . In final period homogeneous turbulence, which i s dominated by molecular diffusion processes, A [V, W] is likely to be, approximately, a jointly Gaussian characteristi c functional . That is, it may be well described by the form
Restricting the study to statistically homogeneous scala r fields , -zf f a (kl, k2, 0 ) V(k1) V(k2) dk1 dk2
Now, consider the pairs of Fourier transform s 3V(k) v=o,w=o '
v=o,w=o'
are the first-order functional cumulants, 
Specializing A or M for simultaneous times we get a Hopflike functional, namely , Recalling that (x) = const and (>G) = const, we finall y obtai n
Note that M(A, B ; t) is independent of space location a s is required by statistical homogeneity . By Fourier inversio n a(kl, k2, 0 ) _
v=o,w=o
and specializing for single-point joint characteristic function by choosing we can easily obtai n ,,II
and consequently all information about P ( P A ; t) , P ( P B ; 1) , P(Fp ; t), P(T ; t), P(F A , T ; 1), P(F B , T ; t), P(F P, T ; 1) , P(P A , Fp ; 1), and P(F B , Fp ; t) may be determined . 14 . 16 I t has been shown 16 that with the experimental information at present limited to single scalar probability density functions the only moments involving Pp and/or T which ma y be computed are (Fe) and (T) . In the aboye formalism any order moment involving Pp and/or T may be determined from the knowledge of P(x, 1J, ; 1) given by (63) . A s an example, let us compute, for final period turbulence, th e probability density functions of concentration and temperature fields in the limit of very rapid reaction usin g previously obtained formulas14 which relate them to P (x,IG ; 1 ) -For the sake of simplicity, we restrict the computatio n to the situation in which x and >¡i are uncorrelated . It has been shown l7 for homogeneous fields that x and will remain uncorrelated if they are initially so . We also tak e (x) = 0 which is an assumption of a stoichiometric distribution of reactants, on the average . Neither of these assumptions is essential in the following calculation . Usin g Eqs. (37) 
where T, = CP T/Q, a normalized temperature .
General formulas for the joint probability density functions P(FA , T, i 1) and P(F T,, 1) in terms of P(x, >i', t ) are also given in Ref . 14 . Thus, any single or cross moment s of F A , PB, and T can be computed in terms of the prescribed or measured quantities (x), (Vz), v1, Q>, and p . The final period behavior of all these quantities is well established for uncorrelated x, >!i fields and the results (64) and (65) coincide with, but are more general than, previou s final period decay results for rapidly reacting species . t s Equation (66) has not been derived previously . It should also be mentioned that (66) is equally valid ts as an equation for P(Fp, 1) if T, is everywhere replaced by Pp and ' is given by ¢ = Pp + F A .
